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This eBook started as a speaking outline and then turned into an eBook as God
directed me to do. The term "Rapture" is vigorously contested among Christians. My
goal is to open the minds of these Christians and to bring the House of our Lord
together on this issue or at least cause people to refrain from fist fights over who is right
in their belief. Perhaps to the point of respectfully agreeing to disagree. My personal
thoughts are that I will do God's work on earth as long as I am here. I do not put God in
a box and limit Him in my mind as He has unlimited abilities. I do pray that I will be on
the first available flight to heaven as the Bible states in Matthew, Luke and Revelation.
'A House Divided' is a lucid and invaluable study of the separation of Christianity from
Judaism in the first century. It traces the historical forces at work in the central issues
that led to the disagreements and finally, mutual rejection.
Assesses the impact of the Civil War
MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide Series, Volume 6 A Study in 1 Samuel The
times of the judges were turbulent days in Israel’s history, marked by a continuing
cycle of sin, oppression, repentance, and deliverance. In time, the people of Israel
decided they would do better under the leadership of a king, and they arrogantly
demanded God provide them with one. Samuel, God’s anointed prophet and Israel’s
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last judge, warned the people that they would be getting far more than they bargained
for—taxes, forced military service, wars, and oppression—but they continued to insist.
The Lord finally provided a king in the person of Saul, and Samuel’s warnings came to
pass. Prophets, Priests, and Kings takes an in-depth look at the historical period
beginning with the miraculous birth of Samuel, continuing through Saul’s crowning as
Israel’s first king, and concluding with his tragic death. Studies include close-ups of
Hannah, David, Jonathan, and others, as well as careful considerations of doctrinal
themes, such as “Respecting God’s Anointed” and “Courage.” This twelve-volume
MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide series provides intriguing twelve-week
examinations of the Old Testament. Each guide looks at a portion of Scripture from
three perspectives—historical studies, character studies, and thematic studies—and
incorporates extensive commentary, detailed observations on overriding themes, and
probing questions to help you study the Old Testament with guidance from John
MacArthur.
Including more than 3,000 quotations arranged by topics such as law, love, marriage,
greed, money, and nature, a fascinating compilation of biblical knowledge and wisdom
surpasses the traditional by providing passages that are pertinent to the world today.
Original.

MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide Series, Volume 9 A Study in 1 Kings Fire
pours down from heaven as Elijah defeats more than four hundred false
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prophets. A starving widow pours oil from a pitcher that never runs dry. A king
and queen conspire to murder a man just because they want his garden. The
reigns of the kings of Israel were turbulent indeed, marked by a succession of
ungodly kings in conflict with the prophets of the Lord. A House Divided takes an
in-depth look at the historical period beginning with the end of Solomon’s reign,
continuing through the split between Judah and the rest of Israel, and concluding
with the end of Elijah’s ministry. Studies include close-ups of Ahab, Jezebel,
Obadiah, and others, as well as careful considerations of doctrinal themes, such
as “The Sin of Syncretism” and “Be Faithful to God’s Word.” This twelvevolume MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide series provides intriguing twelveweek examinations of the Old Testament. Each guide looks at a portion of
Scripture from three perspectives—historical studies, character studies, and
thematic studies—and incorporates extensive commentary, detailed observations
on overriding themes, and probing questions to help you study the Old
Testament with guidance from John MacArthur.
The life and legacy of Elijah point to an end-time restoration that is happening
now. The living legacy of Elijah is a restored altar of living stones (Jews and
Gentiles who worship Jesus in one body). His legacy releases the rain of coming
revival. Those who receive Elijah's legacy will be wrapped in the presence of
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God, and this will result in the raising up of the Elisha Generation. In The Elijah
Legacy you will learn about: The restoration of the prophetic. The Elisha
Generation. The forerunner-finisher anointing. The double portion Confronting the
Jezebel spirit. The rise and fall of Islam. The end-time harvest.
MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide Series, Volume 5 A Study in Joshua,
Judges, and Ruth It took more than forty years to get here, but the nation of
Israel has finally arrived at the borders of the promised land. But getting here was
only the beginning—the people of Israel discover that they are still faced with
many battles and many foes. Joshua encourages them to take courage,
however, for the Lord has promised to fight all their battles and defeat all their
foes—by His power, not by theirs. Finally in the Land takes an in-depth look at the
historical period beginning with the miraculous parting of the Jordan River,
continuing through the victories and setbacks as Israel settles into Canaan, and
concluding with times of the judges. Studies include close-ups of Rahab, Ruth,
Samson, and others, as well as careful considerations of doctrinal themes, such
as “The Kinsman Redeemer” and “The Sin of Achan.” This twelve-volume
MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide series provides intriguing twelve-week
examinations of the Old Testament. Each guide looks at a portion of Scripture
from three perspectives—historical studies, character studies, and thematic
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studies—and incorporates extensive commentary, detailed observations on
overriding themes, and probing questions to help you study the Old Testament
with guidance from John MacArthur.
This anthology brings together under one cover the most important abolitionist
and--unique to this volume--proslavery documents written in the United States
between the American Revolution and the Civil War. It makes accessible to
students, scholars, and general readers the breadth of the slavery debate.
Including many previously inaccessible documents, A House Divided is a critical
and welcome contribution to a literature that includes only a few volumes of
antislavery writings and no volumes of proslavery documents in print. Mason
Lowance's introduction is an excellent overview of the antebellum slavery debate
and its key issues and participants. Lowance also introduces each selection,
locating it historically, culturally, and thematically as well as linking it to other
writings. The documents represent the full scope of the varied debates over
slavery. They include examples of race theory, Bible-based arguments for and
against slavery, constitutional analyses, writings by former slaves and women's
rights activists, economic defenses and critiques of slavery, and writings on
slavery by such major writers as William Lloyd Garrison, John Greenleaf Whittier,
Walt Whitman, Henry David Thoreau, and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Together they
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give readers a real sense of the complexity and heat of the vexed conversation
that increasingly dominated American discourse as the country moved from early
nationhood into its greatest trial.
Just as Jesus Christ promised, a book that simplifies and clarifies the End Times
prophecies, is finally here. A House Divided chronicles, in easy-to-understand
terms, the ENTIRE End Times scenario, including SEVEN easy-to-remember
End Events. After years of scouring numerous passages and gathering all the
prophecies scattered throughout the Old and New Testaments of The Bible, the
author has been able to piece together the prophecies to form a single, coherent
picture of the End Times. During the process of gathering together the
prophecies, the Author also discovered a profound prophecy concerning the
emergence of a book in the End Times that outlines seven events. In The
Revelation, Chapter 10, John witnesses a powerful Angel descending from
Heaven who holds open a book while he utters seven thunders. Although John
heard the thunders and was about to write them down, he was told to conceal
them. The author of A House Divided feels that he has uncovered what those
"seven thunders" are. By themselves, the seven End Events only scratch the
surface of all the new prophetic interpretations that are presented in this book.
There are at least twenty COMPLETELY NEW interpretations of prophecy, never
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before presented, that are detailed in the book. Many of the author's
interpretations are as bold in its assertions as The Revelation is mysterious. Jews
also, will find this work especially intriguing. In rather blunt terms, the author
exalts Jews while diminishing the importance of many religious, social and
political organizations of our day, including organized Christian hierarchy and the
Catholic Church. The book uses a minimum of scriptural quotes and explains, in
everyday language and terms, what Christians must know to prepare themselves
for a terrible Christian holocaust in the future. And the book has been formatted
to appeal to the "less-educated" Christian. Formerly, most prophecy authors have
ignored the larger portion of Christians who are not "schooled" in ancient text,
translations and scholarly jargon. A House Divided dispenses with the scholarly
chitchat that has inhibited understanding in past prophecy works. It omits
diplomacy and gets straight to the point. Without a doubt, A House Divided is as
profound in fresh and new End Times understanding, in this day, as The
Revelation was in the day of John. Do not miss this opportunity to know,
understand and REMEMBER what has eluded all of us to this day: the final
revealing of the mystery of God and the WHOLE End Times Truth.
Did you know that the origins of Groundhog Day stem from a Catholic tradition?
Or that the common pretzel was once a Lenten reward for the pious? Why Do
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Catholics Eat Fish on Friday is a fascinating guide to the roots of all-thingsCatholic. This smart and concise guide will introduce readers to the hidden
heritage in many commonplace things that make up contemporary life. The
reader-friendly format and the illuminating entries will make this guide a perfect
gift for Catholics and anyone who loves a bit of historic trivia. Table of Contents Foreword * Time * Manners & Dining Etiquette * Food * Drink * Music & Theater *
Sports & Games * Holidays & Festivities * Flowers & Plants * Insects, Animals, &
More * American Places * International, National, & State Symbols * Clothes &
Other Sundry Inventions * Education & Superstition * Art & Science * Law &
Architecture * Epilogue: Words, Words, Words--Catholic, Anti-Catholic, and PostCatholic
MacArthur Old Testament Study Guide Series, Volume 7 A Study in 2 Samuel
David is known as Israel’s greatest king, and he was renowned for his courage.
But David was not a super-hero. He had to fight many difficult battles in order to
establish his throne, he committed murder and adultery, and he brought disaster
upon his family. Far from perfect, David was a man with sin who depended on
the same grace of God that is available to us as well. Despite his all-too-human
failings, the Lord declared that David was a man after God's own heart. The
Restoration of a Sinner takes an in-depth look at the historical period beginning
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with David’s struggle to establish his throne, continuing through his sin and
repentance, and concluding with the tragic rebellion of his son Absalom. Studies
include close-ups of Joab, Amnon, and Tamar, and others, as well as careful
considerations of doctrinal themes, such as “Keeping God First” and “The Man
After God’s Own Heart.” This twelve-volume MacArthur Old Testament Study
Guide series provides intriguing twelve-week examinations of the Old Testament.
Each guide looks at a portion of Scripture from three perspectives—historical
studies, character studies, and thematic studies—and incorporates extensive
commentary, detailed observations on overriding themes, and probing questions
to help you study the Old Testament with guidance from John MacArthur.
Slavery is one of the central, most enduringly significant facts of U.S. history. It
loomed like a dark cloud over the country’s birth at the Constitutional Convention
in 1787 and shaped the most important nodes of American history before the
Civil War. Even today, the country continues to debate its past as it relates to
slavery, and the political and geographic contours of human bondage endure into
the twenty-first century. In a deeply researched, wide-ranging book, retired
journalist Ben McNitt tells the story of how slavery shaped American politics—and
indeed the American story—from the Founding until the Civil War. McNitt’s sharp
narrative covers people and events that still resonate: Thomas Jefferson, John
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Calhoun, Andrew Jackson, the slave revolts of Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner,
the Missouri Compromise and the Compromise of 1850, Harriet Tubman,
Frederick Douglass, abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, John Brown and Harpers Ferry, fire-eating secessionists, and the rise of
Abraham Lincoln to the presidency. No other single work covers this topic as
comprehensively and accessibly.
This new study of the Old Testament from trusted scholar Dr. John MacArthur
provides thorough insights into a sometimes little-studied portion of the Bible. A
widow watches as her dead son is brought back to life. A man is cured of leprosy
by simply dipping himself in a river—while another man is struck by leprosy when
he accepts an unwarranted gift. The nation of Judah witnessed great miracles
and great failures, as her kings vacillated between serving the Lord and following
pagan practices. This was a time of decision for God’s people—would they serve
the Lord with a whole heart, or divide their loyalty between God and pagan
deities? Losing the Promised Land: Elisha and the Kings of Judah takes an indepth look at this historical period beginning with the first kings of Judah,
continuing through the ministry of Elisha, and concluding with the nation’s exile.
Studies include close-ups of Elisha, Naaman, Elisha’s servant Gehazi, and
others, as well as careful considerations of doctrinal themes, such as “Renewing
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God’s Word” and “Being Wholehearted for God.”
This book provides a fascinating, unparalleled look at the Nation of Islam,
including its history, the complexity of its views towards orthodox Muslims,
women, and other minorities, and the trajectory of the group after the 1995 Million
Man March. • A chronology of major events in the history of the movement from
its inception to present day • Sources include first-hand accounts, interviews, and
archives from the FBI • Biographical sketches of the founding fathers and the
organization's most influential leaders • An in-depth analysis of the roots of the
Nation of Islam and its international dimensions
Why race remains the central political issue in America today Why have American
policies failed to reduce the racial inequalities still pervasive throughout the nation? Has
President Barack Obama defined new political approaches to race that might spur unity
and progress? Still a House Divided examines the enduring divisions of American racial
politics and how these conflicts have been shaped by distinct political alliances and
their competing race policies. Combining deep historical knowledge with a detailed
exploration of such issues as housing, employment, criminal justice, multiracial census
categories, immigration, voting in majority-minority districts, and school vouchers,
Desmond King and Rogers Smith assess the significance of President Obama's
election to the White House and the prospects for achieving constructive racial policies
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for America's future. Offering a fresh perspective on the networks of governing
institutions, political groups, and political actors that influence the structure of American
racial politics, King and Smith identify three distinct periods of opposing racial policy
coalitions in American history. The authors investigate how today's alliances pit colorblind and race-conscious approaches against one another, contributing to political
polarization and distorted policymaking. Contending that President Obama has so far
inadequately confronted partisan divisions over race, the authors call for all sides to
recognize the need for a balance of policy measures if America is to ever cease being a
nation divided. Presenting a powerful account of American political alliances and their
contending racial agendas, Still a House Divided sheds light on a policy path vital to the
country's future.
The newest study of the Old Testament from trusted scholar Dr. John MacArthur
provides thorough insights into a little-studied portion of the Bible. Rebuilding God's City
takes an in-depth look at the historical period beginning with Ezra's early return to
Jerusalem, continuing through the work of rebuilding the city, and concluding with the
teachings of Israel's prophets. Studies include close-ups of Nehemiah, Zechariah, and
others, as well as careful considerations of doctrinal themes, such as "Worshiping God"
and "Supporting the Lord's Ministers."Â Nelson's 12-volume MacArthur Old Testament
Study Guides provide intriguing 12-week examinations of the Old Testament. Each
guide looks at a portion of Scripture from three perspectives-historical studies,
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character studies, and thematic studies-and incorporates extensive commentary,
detailed observations on overriding themes, and probing questions to help you study
the Old Testament with guidance from John MacArthur.
The first book in the Space-Girl Michelle series of books. Therese takes on the greatest
challenge in the galaxy, surviving high school as she fights for equality and acceptance.
All our hardships, all her struggles, her defeats, and her victories have made her the
one person who can save the galaxy from its greatest hero, Space-Girl Michelle. Since
the dawn of television, Space-Girl Michelle has fought evil, cyborg gophers, the lizoid
Vax, the Grey, and others. Considered the worst television series ever, its conventions
are rumored to be held in porta-potties because so few people show up, and those that
do need a place to dispose of the memorabilia. Therese has challenges, not limits. She
has faith and courage, and when that isn't enough, she tries coffee for the first time,
and her whole changes for the better and the dangerous. Space-Girl Michelle is the
leader of the Space-Girls. Every time a Michelle is defeated, the new leader of the
Space-Girls takes the name "Michelle" to honor the first, continue the tradition and to
confuse their enemies. The Space-Girls are good people who are given great power by
the Hare, the residents of Haremar whose homesickness is as legendary as their
technology. The Space-Girls save the galaxy.
Elijah emerged as the voice of unapologetic truth during a time of national crisis and
moral decline. His ministry was marked by tenacious faith and holy fire--the same kind
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you will need in order to remain steadfast in current culture.
Revelation 10:9 And I went unto the angel, and said unto him, Give me the little book.
And he said unto me, Take it, and eat it up; and it shall make thy belly bitter, but it shall
be in thy mouth sweet as honey. Revelation 10:10 And I took the little book out of the
angels hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth sweet as honey: and as soon as I
had eaten it, my belly was bitter. Here is the mystery of God, where He will train an
angel to write about the seven thunders in modern times or fear. Fear is the beginning
of all wisdom (knowledge), yet we have to reach for, there is nothing to fear but fear
itself. How can a book result in my mouth sweet as honey when I speak and my belly
was bitter as I tried to swallow my pride and the wisdom made me sicken? He told us to
eat of the book as He has told us to eat of His body. A location that does not teach fear
is not a valid church location, since fear is the beginning of all wisdom (knowledge).
Malachi 3:1 Behold, I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me:
and the LORD, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to his temple, even the messenger
of the covenant, whom ye delight in: behold, he shall come, saith the LORD of hosts.
Malachi 3:2 But who may abide the day of his coming? and who shall stand when he
appeareth? for he is like a refiners fire, and like fullers soap. Malachi 3:3 And he shall
sit as a refiner and purifier of silver: and he shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge them
as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the LORD an offering in righteousness.

Kidnapped and then imprisoned in a dark basement, Val is given a ghastly life-orPage 14/16
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death ultimatum. Divorce her husband and bequeath his wealth to the cult or face
losing Joel, and likely countless others, to a hideous death now lurking in a
chemist's vial.
Consolidating one of the most complex and multi-faceted eras in American
History, this new edition of Jonathan Wells’s A House Divided unifies the broad
and varied scholarship on the American Civil War. Amassing a variety of
research, this accessible and readable text introduces readers to both the war
and the Reconstruction period, and how Americans lived during this time of great
upheaval in the country's history. Designed for a variety of subjects and teaching
styles, this text not only looks at the Civil War from a historical perspective, but
also analyzes its ramifications on the United States and American identities
through the present day. This second edition has been updated throughout,
incorporating new scholarship from recent studies on the Civil War era, and
includes additional photographs and maps (now incorporated throughout the
text), updated bibliographies, and a supplementary companion website.
This book examines the varied ways in which Minister Farrakhan’s Resurrected
Nation of Islam appeals to men from different backgrounds. Dawn-Marie Gibson
investigates a number of themes including faith, family, and community, making
use of archival research and engaging in-depth interviews. The book considers
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the multifaceted ways in which men encounter the Nation of Islam (NOI) and
navigate its ethics and gender norms. Gibson describes and dissects the factors
that attract men to the NOI, while also considering the challenges that these men
confront as new converts. She discusses the various inter-faith and community
outreach efforts that men engage in and assesses their work with both their
Christian and Muslim counterparts. To conclude its discussion, the book takes a
look at the NOI’s 2015 Justice or Else March to commemorate the twentieth
anniversary of the Million Man March in Washington, DC.
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